# ANNEXURE - II

**NOTIFICATION NO.07/2018, REVISED TIME TABLE & SCHEME**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PAPER CODE</th>
<th>NAME OF THE PAPER (TEST)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**10/11/2018 SATURDAY (FORE NOON) – 10.00 AM to 12.00 Noon**

- 18. The Revenue Test, Part-I First Paper *(WITH BOOKS)*
- 34. Subordinate Accounts Service Examination, Paper-IV *(WITH BOOKS)*
- 79. Treasuries & Accounts Service Examination, Part-II, Paper-II *(WITH BOOKS)*
- 82. Jail Department Test, Paper-IV *(WITH BOOKS)*
- 83. Registration Department Test, Group-II, Paper-III *(WITH BOOKS)*
- 88. Departmental Test for Gazetted Officers of the Education Department, First Paper *(WITH BOOKS)*
- 107. Departmental Test for persons in Ministerial Service of the Forest Department Part-I, Paper-I *(WITH BOOKS)*
- 108. The Criminal Judicial Test Second Paper *(WITH BOOKS)*
- 146. Accounts Test for the Employees of Local Bodies, Paper-I *(WITH BOOKS)*
- 158. Juvenile Welfare Correctional and welfare of Street Children Test Part-II, Paper-III *(WITH BOOKS)*

**10/11/2018 SATURDAY (AFTER NOON) - 3.00 PM to 5.00 PM**

- 27. The Revenue Test Part-I, Second Paper *(WITH BOOKS)*
- 40. Labour, Factories and Boilers Department Test, Part-B *(WITH BOOKS)*
- 84. Local Fund Audit Department Test, First Paper *(WITH BOOKS)*
- 89. Treasuries & Accounts Service Examination, Part-I, Paper-III *(WITH BOOKS)*
- 92. Departmental Test for Officers of the A.P. Commercial Taxes Subordinate Service, First Paper *(WITH BOOKS)*
- 94. Registration Department Test, Group-III, Paper-IV *(WITH BOOKS)*
- 97. Departmental Test for Gazetted Officers of the Education Department, Second Paper *(WITH BOOKS)*
- 128. Departmental Test for A.P. Works Accounts Service, Part-II, Paper-IV *(WITH BOOKS)*
- 136. The Criminal Judicial Test, Fourth Paper *(WITH BOOKS)*
- 139. Departmental Test for Persons in Ministerial Service of the Forest Department, Part-II, Paper-III *(WITH BOOKS)*
- 148. Accounts Test for the Employees of Local Bodies Paper-II *(WITH BOOKS)*
- 159. Juvenile Welfare Correctional services and Welfare of Street Children Test Part-III Paper-IV *(WITH BOOKS)*
11/11/2018 SUNDAY (FORE NOON) — 10.00 AM to 12.00 Noon

43. The Revenue Test, Part-II (WITH BOOKS)
57. Labour, Factories and Boilers Department Test, Part-C (WITH BOOKS)
93. Local Fund Audit Department Test, Second Paper (WITH BOOKS)
95. Fisheries Department Test, (WITH BOOKS)
100. Treasuries & Accounts Service Examination, Part-II, Paper-III (WITH BOOKS)
137. The Accounts Test for Public Works Department Officers & Subordinates, Paper-I (WITH BOOKS)
138. Divisional Test Part-II, Paper-V (WITH BOOKS)
141. The Accounts Test for Executive Officers (WITH BOOKS)
153. Departmental Test for Non-Technical Staff in the A. P. Electrical Inspectorate Service. (WITH BOOKS)

11/11/2018 SUNDAY (AFTER NOON) - 3.00 PM to 5.00 PM

62. The Revenue Test, Part-III (WITH BOOKS)
75. Labour, Factories and Boilers Department Test, Part-D (WITH BOOKS)
102. Departmental Test for Officers of the A.P. Commercial Taxes Subordinate Service, Second Paper (WITH BOOKS)
105. Local Fund Audit Department Test, Third Paper (WITH BOOKS)
114. Treasuries & Accounts Service Examination Part-I Paper-IV, (WITH BOOKS)
126. Endowments Department Test, Paper-II (WITH BOOKS)
142. The Accounts Test for Public Works Department Officers and Subordinates Paper-II. (WITH BOOKS)
15. Fisheries Department Test-II, First Paper (WITHOUT BOOKS)
19. The Translation Test, First Paper - Translation from English into the Language chosen (WITHOUT BOOKS) 3 hours (3.00 PM to 6.00 PM)
30. Divisional Test, Part-I, Paper-I (WITHOUT BOOKS)
32. Departmental Test for Employees of Sericulture Department, Part-I, Paper-I (WITHOUT BOOKS)
37. Special Language Test for Officers of the Education Department, Higher Standard (WITHOUT BOOKS) 3hours (3.00 PM to 6.00 PM)
47. Departmental Test for Employees of Sericulture Department, Part-II Paper-I (WITHOUT BOOKS)
9. Subordinate Accounts Service Examination, Paper-II (WITH BOOKS)
12. Deputy Inspector's Test, Second Paper (WITH BOOKS)
13. Excise Department Test, Test-B - Acts and Rules (WITH BOOKS)
14. Accounts Test for Public Works Workshop Officers, Paper-I (WITH BOOKS)
44. Departmental Test for A.P Works Accounts Service, Part-I, Paper-I (WITH BOOKS)
46. Treasuries & Accounts Service Examination, Part-II, Paper-I (WITH BOOKS)
48. Jail Department Test, Paper-II (WITH BOOKS)
52. Registration Department Test, Group-I, Paper-I (WITH BOOKS)
61. Departmental Test for Officers of the Forest Department, Land Revenue – Second Paper (WITH BOOKS)
68. Departmental Test for Employees of the Andhra Pradesh Government Life Insurance Department, Second Paper (WITH BOOKS)
72. Port Department Test, Lower Grade (WITH BOOKS)
77. The Indian Evidence Act Test (WITH BOOKS)
106. Transport Department Test Part-I (WITH BOOKS)
131. Departmental Test for Government Press Officers (WITH BOOKS)
132. Departmental Test for Officers and Ministerial Staff of the Stationery, printing and stores Purchase Department. (WITH BOOKS)
152. Departmental Test for Technical Staff in the A.P Electrical Inspectorate Service (WITH BOOKS)

4. Departmental Test for Clerks in the Police Department (WITH BOOKS)
20. Deputy Inspector's Test, Third Paper (WITH BOOKS)
23. Subordinate Accounts Service Examination, Paper-III (WITH BOOKS)
29. Accounts Test for Public Works Workshop Officers, Paper-II (WITH BOOKS)
35. Excise Department Test, Test-C, Excise Manual-Second Paper (WITH BOOKS)
64. Treasuries & Accounts Service Examination, Part-I, Paper-II (WITH BOOKS)
66. Jail Department Test, Paper-III (WITH BOOKS)
70. Registration Department Test, Group-I, Paper-II (WITH BOOKS)
78. Departmental Test for A.P. Works Accounts Service, Part-I, Paper-II (WITH BOOKS)
86. Departmental Test for the Officers of the Forest Department, Office Procedure and Accounts - Second Paper (WITH BOOKS)
124. Transport Department Test, Part-II (WITH BOOKS)
140. Departmental Test for Accountants A.P. Electrical Department (WITH BOOKS)
144. The Agriculture Department Test (WITH BOOKS)
147. The Civil Judicial Test Part-II, Paper-II (WITH BOOKS)
13/11/2018 TUESDAY (FORE NOON) - 10.00 AM to 12.00 Noon

08 The Accounts Test for Subordinate Officers Part-I (WITH BOOKS)

13/11/2018 TUESDAY (AFTER NOON) - 3.00 PM to 5.00 PM

1. Subordinate Accounts Service Examination, Paper-I (WITH BOOKS)
2. Deputy Inspector's Test, First Paper (WITH BOOKS)
3. Excise Department Test, Test-A Civil and Criminal law (WITH BOOKS)
10. Accounts Test for Subordinate Officers, Part-II (WITH BOOKS)
26. Departmental Test for Officers of the Forest Department, Forest Law – Second Paper (WITH BOOKS)
31. Treasuries & Accounts Service Examination, Part-I, Paper-I (WITH BOOKS)
33. Jail Department Test, Paper-I (WITH BOOKS)
39. Fire Service Department Test, Part-II (WITH BOOKS)
45. The Civil Judicial Test, Part-I (WITH BOOKS)
50. Departmental Test for Officers of the Andhra Pradesh Agriculture Service (WITH BOOKS)
51. Animal Husbandry Department Test (WITH BOOKS)
55. Port departmental test, Higher Grade (WITH BOOKS)
60. Departmental Test for the Employees of Andhra Pradesh Government Life Insurance Department, First Paper (WITH BOOKS)
149. Departmental Test for the Gazetted and Non-Gazetted Staff of the A.P. Public Service Commission (WITH BOOKS)

14/11/2018 WEDNESDAY (FORE NOON) - 10.00 AM to 12.00 Noon

129. Treasuries & Accounts Service Examination, Part-II, Paper-IV (WITH BOOKS)
16. Fire Service Department Test, Part-I First Paper (WITHOUT BOOKS)
17. Departmental Test for Officers of the Forest Department, Forest Law – First Paper (WITHOUT BOOKS)
24. Fisheries Department Test-II, Second Paper (WITHOUT BOOKS)
36. Special Language Test for Officers of the Education Department, Lower Standard - Written Examination, First Paper-Translation from English into a Language Chosen (WITHOUT BOOKS) 3 hours (10:00 AM to 01:00 PM)
63. Divisional Test Part-I, Paper-II (WITHOUT BOOKS)
65. Departmental Test for Employees of Sericulture Department, Part-I, Paper- II (WITHOUT BOOKS)
69. Revenue Draughtsman's Test, Part - I (WITHOUT BOOKS) 3 hours (10:00 AM to 01:00 PM)
80. Departmental Test for Employees of Sericulture Department, Part-II, Paper- II (WITHOUT BOOKS)
96. Departmental Test for the Staff of the National Employment Service Part-I (WITHOUT BOOKS)
98. The Criminal Judicial Test, First Paper (WITHOUT BOOKS)
109. Surveyor's Test (Higher Grade), Part-I (WITHOUT BOOKS) 3 hours (10:00 AM to 01:00 PM)
110. Survey and Settlement Surveyor's Test (Higher Grade), Part-I (WITHOUT BOOKS)
3 hours (10:00 AM to 01:00 PM)
111. Surveyor's Test (Lower Grade), Part-I (WITHOUT BOOKS) 3 hours (10:00 AM to 01:00 PM)
112. Survey and Settlement Surveyor's Test (Lower Grade), Part-I (WITHOUT BOOKS)
3 hours (10:00 AM to 01:00 PM)
116. Survey Inspector's Test, Part-I (WITHOUT BOOKS) 3 hours (10:00 AM to 01:00 PM)
117. Survey and Settlement Inspector's Test, Part-I (WITHOUT BOOKS)
3 hours (10:00 AM to 01:00 PM)
122. Computation Test, Part-I (WITHOUT BOOKS) 3 hours (10:00 AM to 01:00 PM)

14/11/2018 WEDNESDAY (AFTER NOON) - 3.00 PM to 5.00 PM

25. Fire Service Department Test, Part-I Second Paper (WITHOUT BOOKS)
41. Departmental Test for Chief and Deputy Chief Accountants in the Andhra Pradesh
   Electricity Department, Paper-I (WITHOUT BOOKS)
42. Departmental Test for Officers of the Forest Department, Land Revenue – First Paper
   (WITHOUT BOOKS)
49. Special Language Test for Officers of the Education Department, Lower Standard –
   Written Examination -Second Paper - Translation from the Language chosen into English
   (WITHOUT BOOKS) 3 hours (3:00 PM to 6:00 PM)
56. Fisheries Department Test – II, Third paper (WITHOUT BOOKS)
58. Special Language Test for Officers of Education Department (Advanced Standard) First
   Paper (WITHOUT BOOKS) 3 hours (3:00 PM to 6:00 PM)
81. Divisional Test, Part-II, Paper-III (WITHOUT BOOKS)
90. Departmental Test for Employees OF Sericulture Department, Part-I, Paper-III
   (WITHOUT BOOKS)
101. Departmental Test for Employees of Sericulture Department, Part-II, Paper- III
   (WITHOUT BOOKS)
104. Departmental Test for the Staff of National Employment Service, Part- II
   (WITHOUT BOOKS)
118. Surveyor's Test (Higher Grade), Part-II (WITHOUT BOOKS) 3 hours (3:00 PM to 6:00 PM)
119. Survey and Settlement Surveyor's Test, (Higher Grade), Part-II(WITHOUT BOOKS)
   3hours (3:00 PM to 6:00 PM)
120. Surveyor's Test (Lower Grade), Part-II (WITHOUT BOOKS) 3hours (3:00 PM to 6:00 PM)
121. Survey and Settlement Surveyor's Test (Lower Grade), Part-II (WITHOUT BOOKS)
   3 hours (3:00 PM to 6:00 PM)
123. Local Fund Audit Department Test Fourth Paper (WITHOUT BOOKS)
127. The Criminal Judicial Test, Third Paper (WITHOUT BOOKS)
133. Survey Inspector's Test, Part-II (WITHOUT BOOKS) 3hours (3:00 PM to 6:00 PM)
134. Survey & Settlement Inspector's Test Part-II (WITHOUT BOOKS) 3 hours (3:00 PM to 6:00 PM)
135. Computation Test, Part-II (WITHOUT BOOKS) 3hours (3:00 PM to 6:00 PM)
15/11/2018 THURSDAY (FORE NOON) - 10.00 AM to 12.00 Noon

22. Labour, Factories and Boilers Department Test, Part-A
   i) Dist. Office Manual (WITHOUT BOOKS)
   ii) Manual for Conciliation Officers (WITH BOOKS)
53. Subordinate Accounts Service Examination, Paper-V (WITHOUT BOOKS)
54. Excise Department Test, Test-D Distillery Manual - First Paper (WITHOUT BOOKS)
59. Departmental Test for the Chief and Deputy Chief Accountants in A.P. Electricity Department, Paper-II (WITHOUT BOOKS)
67. Special Language Test for Officers of the Education Department, Lower Standard – Written Examination, Third Paper - Grammar and Idiom (WITHOUT BOOKS) 3 hours (10:00 AM to 01:00 PM)
74. Special Language Test for Officers of the Education Department (Advanced Standard) Second Paper (WITHOUT BOOKS) 3 hours (10:00 AM to 01:00 PM)
76. Departmental Test for Officers of the Forest Department, Office Procedure and Accounts, First Paper (WITHOUT BOOKS)
85. Fisheries Department Test – II, Fourth Paper (WITHOUT BOOKS)
87. Revenue Draughtsman’s Test, Part-II (WITHOUT BOOKS) 3 hours (10:00 AM to 01:00 PM)
103. Endowments Department Test, First Paper (WITHOUT BOOKS)
113. Divisional Test, part-II, paper-IV (WITHOUT BOOKS)
115. Department Test for Employees of Sericulture Department, Part-I, Paper-IV (WITHOUT BOOKS)
125. Department Test for Persons in Ministerial Service of the Forest Department Part-I, Paper -II (WITHOUT BOOKS)
130. Department Test for Employees of Sericulture Department, Part-II, Paper-IV (WITHOUT BOOKS)
145. The civil Judicial Test Part-II, Paper-I (WITHOUT BOOKS)
150. Departmental Test for Mines and Geology (WITHOUT BOOKS)

15/11/2018 THURSDAY (AFTER NOON) - 3.00 PM TO 5.00 PM

5. Second Class Language Test Part-A Written Examination, Translation from English into the language chosen (WITHOUT BOOKS)
6. Examination in Gujarathi Language, Part-A Written Examination (WITHOUT BOOKS) 3 hours (3:00 PM to 6:00PM)
7. Examination in Marwari Language, Part-A Written Examination (WITHOUT BOOKS) 3 hours (3:00 PM to 6:00PM)
28. The Translation Test, Second Paper - Translation from the Language chosen into English (WITHOUT BOOKS) 3 hours (3:00 PM to 6:00 PM)
143. Departmental Test for Employees of sericulture Department Part-II, Paper-V. (WITHOUT BOOKS)
154. Departmental Test for Employees of Sericulture Department, Part-III (Practical Test)  
(WITHOUT BOOKS) (DATE WILL BE ANNOUNCED BY THE DIRECTOR, SERICULTURE DEPARTMENT)

155. Third Class Language Test (Viva-Voce only) (The date, time and venue of the viva-voce will be communicated to the candidates separately at the appropriate time).

OFFICE OF AP PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION,

VIJAYAWADA,

Sd/-
Secretary